THE TEMPTATION OF LOST PARADISE. . .
Perched on the rocks between sea and sky, LA CHEVRE D’OR provides a luxurious heaven in the
medieval hilltop village of Eze. Five hundred meters above the Mediterranean Sea -between Nice and
Monaco- this iconic Relais & Châteaux hotel (since 1954) features spectacular panoramas with
breathtaking sunsets, award winning world class cuisine and simply unrivalled service.

AND TO UNWIND. . .
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LA CHEVRE D’OR proposes two outdoor swimming pools and Jacuzzi, a Massage Room and a
Fitness Room as well as numerous sundrenched sundecks with comfortable lounge chairs. Enjoy a walk
through our refreshing and fragrant garden terraces…everything is set to make your stay unique.
Energy, relaxation or getting in shape: you choose. Everything is possible in this enchanted place where
human and divine come close to meeting, where the air is salty but carries the aromas of the country.
LA CHEVRE D’OR
Rue du Barri 6 – 06360 Eze Village
Côte d’Azur – France
T : +33 (0)4.92.10.66.66
reservation@chevredor.com – www.chevredor.com
Member of Relais & Châteaux : www.relaischateaux.com
Member of Phoenix Hotel Collection: www.phoenixhotelcollection.com

OUR ROOMS
Featuring a turquoise cliff-edged pool, lush gardens and the fragrance of jasmine, bougainvillea and roses,
the hotel now offers 43 bright, individually decorated rooms and suites scattered throughout the mediaeval
village, offering you a delightful stay and a unique experience.
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OUR SUITES
LA CHEVRE D’OR pays tribute to artists who came to Eze to enjoy its beauty and who made it famous
around the world: 6 suites of the hotel bear the name of a famous artist who stayed in the perched village
and its region; Zlatko Balokovic Suite (violinist), Samuel Barlow Suite (composer), Friedrich Nietzsche
Suite (philosopher), Luis Navarro & Marc Ferrero Suite (painters), Jean Cocteau Suite (playwright).
Discover also our Panoramic Suite with its private pool facing the Mediterranean sea.
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DISCOVER OR RE-DISCOVER THE FINE GASTRONOMY . . .
La Chèvre d’Or (2 Michelin Stars®)
The French Riviera’s unmissable Restaurant offers a unique setting and panoramic sea views. Sophisticated and elegant,
so is LA CHEVRE D’OR’s gastronomy, caring service and atmosphere.
Internationally renowned, this gourmet restaurant welcomes hotel and non-hotel guests in a cosy, calm atmosphere,
boasting a subtle mix of Mediterranean products ranging from the mountains to the sea.
Open for dinner and lunch (please note that there are exceptions)
Chef Exécutif : Arnaud Faye ~ Chef Pâtissier : Julien Dugourd
Maximum capacity 45 guests - Capacity of private Salon Baroque: 24 guests.

LES REMPARTS
Terrace Restaurant opened from April to October, according to the weather, offers a creative cuisine, with a mix of great
local products and breathtaking panorama. Take a sweet break for tea or coffee and enjoy the sun while taking in an
exceptional view of the Mediterranean Sea and the Cap Ferrat.
Open for lunch only – Cocktail Bar on evenings
Maximum capacity 40 guests.

LE STAGIONI
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Our new Italian restaurant ‘Le Stagioni’ takes its inspiration from the various culinary traditions of the different regions
of Italy. Under the leadership of our executive chef at La Chèvre d’Or, Arnaud Faye, and Chef Cecilia Moro, a four
hands culinary symphony will be interpreted, combining traditional, classic, and revisited Italian cuisine.
The chefs will share their attachment to the seasonal products, inviting you to an extraordinary escape across the nearby
border, while overlooking the Mediterranean Sea.
Open for dinner only – Possibility of privatization for weddings and events.
Maximum capacity 80 guests.

LE CAFÉ DU JARDIN
Panoramic Terrace Restaurant of our pool peaking over the Mediterranean Sea. It is a quiet and hidden haven where
guests can relax and enjoy a light and refreshing cuisine, or a drink while the sun is setting.
Open every day from noon to 6pm (according to the weather) –
Grill, Salades, pizzas, cocktails and refreshments...
Maximum capacity: 30 guests for a privatized lunch or 80 guests for a privatized cocktail.

